PADDING & QUILTING

Hilon has become the dominant supplier for
non-woven materials in Indonesia started
from jackets, shoes, hats and bags. Hilon
brands have become known for apparel
buyers from outside, in Indonesia.
We are proud to be no. 1 in Asian markets
with a great capacity supported European
machines are modern and experience more

Jackets

Soft Furnishing

than 30 years.

Soft Toys

HILON Padding

Made of 100% polyester fiber and manufactured using turbo engine Germans carding
technology that produces padding with a unique and powerful structure.
Absolite insulations is the perfect choice because it is specifically designed to be applied in
garment especially for winter clothing because of the uniqueness absolute can provide a
sense of comfort and warmth dissipates but still feel light when be used.

Our products
Padding
1. Regular (PE): polyester padding with a resistance to various chemicals and high
dryness level
2. Air Hole (APE): has a bulky durable, and combined with a high level of dryness
3. Feather Touch (FT): has a bulky durable, with a high dryness level, while providing a
smooth and slippery touch.
4. Absolite: provide insulation and keep the temperature warmer in optimally.
Besides Halusin have high durability, bulkiness, yet lightweight and silky soft. Is a perfect
blend to meet the demand for superior products which have a softness, durability,
strength and warmth.
5. Fill MC: with micro fiber provides the best softness like silk and strength for those who
need a perfect combination with soft material to prevent friction that affect resilience.
Carded Fibers
1. Carded: Long Denier of Fiber: FDU
Short Denier of Fiber: FDH (recommended for garment)
2. Ball Fiber: SB 100 (fiber spherical)
3. Micro: Special Micro Fiber (SMF) / Imitation Down
Carded Micro Fiber: The second quality of SMF

NEEDLE PUNCH – FELT
Is a non-woven product that has high durability, strong and solid.
OTHERS
1. Soft Toys
2. Bags, etc
QUILTING SERVICE
Hilon work on quilting with the standards design such as stripe, box, bottle, diamond,
square, to special designs with large engine capacity.
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